Living with other people isn’t always easy... But it can be really rewarding!

The Ultimate Corridor Bucket List
Being able to work together with different people is a life skill that will serve you a lifetime. So how do you go about setting up routines for a functional, happy student corridor? Here are our best tips!

**Communicate**

- Arrange regular corridor fika so you and your co-tenants have a good forum for communication. Make it a happy event!
- Make sure everyone gets a turn to speak and is included.
- Welcome new neighbors to the corridor and make sure they are included and informed about your rules and routines.

**Collaborate**

- Why not make a corridor agreement? Set up some rules that you all agree on.
- Follow the cleaning schedule and participate in common cleaning weeks.
- Help each other to make the garbage sorting work in your corridor, it helps our planet!
- Set up a common fund to buy common supplies for everyone to use, like dishwashing detergent, dishcloths, etc.
Respect

- **We are all different** and it’s ok!
- **Notify your neighbours** in advance if you are having a party or friends over for dinner.
- **Always clean up** after yourself, nobody wants to come to a dirty kitchen.
- **Try to find solutions** together, even though you do not always all agree.

**CONTACT US!**

E-mail
info@housingoffice.se

Telephone
+46 (0)18-490 51 00

Visiting address
Kungsgatan 27, Uppsala

For opening hours please check our website
www.housingoffice.se
The Corridor Bucket List
– Some tips for living the true corridor life together

☐ Happy Birthday! – Ask two or more of your corridor mates when they celebrate their birthdays.

☐ Swedish Fika Time – Arrange a corridor fika together.

☐ Pizza Party – Order pizza together with your corridor mates.

☐ Explore Uppsala Together – For inspiration check out destinationuppsala.se

☐ Green Fingers – Buy and take care of a houseplant together.

☐ Hello – Learn how to say hello in all your corridor mates’ languages.

☐ Movie & Popcorn – Watch a movie together.

☐ Make a Date – Arrange a date with your corridor mates at a student nation.

☐ Cake Mates – Bake a cake with a mate.

☐ Make a Mega Brunch Together – Contribute with a speciality from your country or region.

☐ TGIF! – Friday night is taco night in Sweden. Arrange a taco dinner together.

☐ Find Your Inner Yogi – Look for a nice yoga spot in one of Uppsala’s tranquil parks with one of your corridor mates.

☐ Game Night – Pick up a board game and challenge your corridor mates. It’s gonna be an epic night!

☐ Walk and Talk – Take a stroll or jog together.

☐ Theme Night – Pick a theme! Glitter like Liberace, have a pyjama party or maybe a sci-fi night. It’s up to you!

☐ Go Global – Participate in your corridor mates’ holiday celebrations.

☐ Corridor Cleaning - Ok, let’s finally get it done together. We will clean the corridor!

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... Space for your own ideas